
ON AN APPLICATION OF L. EHRENPREIS' METHOD

TO ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

BY Joji KAJIWARA

Introduction.

In 1956 Ehrenpreis [3] considered an application of the sheaf theory to dif-
ferential equations and gave a criterion for the existence of global solutions of
differential equations where the existence of local solutions are assured.

We shall apply this method to systems of ordinary and linear differential
equations with coefficients meromorphic in a domain D on the plane C of one
complex variable z.

Let D and Wl be the sheaves of all germs of functions holomorphic and mero-
morphic in D respectively. Let a^ (j, k=l, 2, •••,/>) be functions meromorphic in D.

For any element f=(f1,f2, - , f p ) of 30̂ , we define

/ df1 P df2 P dfpT^T I H/ i v fie J i v £if ^J i x

7Y== — + 2_ι βlfc/ > —j + 2j #2fc , ' 7 , —: ~Γ t
\ az fc=i az k=ι dz k

Then T is a homomorphism of yftp into itself.
Let 9ί be the sheaf of all germs f€^ίlp which satisfy the homogeneous equation

77=0, and T^lp be the sheaf of all germs gG9J^ for each of which there exists
fςyftp such that g=Tf.

T

Then we have the exact sequence 0->5ί—>3Jlp—>T3Dίί3?-*0. Therefore we have
also the exact sequence of cohomology groups

Since 7/1(A^p)=0 by Theorem 1 of the present paper, we have H\D,W)=H\D,
Tmp)/TH\D, 2R*). Therefore H\D, 31) measures how many qsH\D, 3ft*0, which
are locally of the form g=Tf for any point of D, are not globally of the form

Calculating the cohomology group H1(D, 51) we have the following theorem:

If H\D, T3JlP) = 7Ή'0(A2Jll>), then D is simply or doubly connected.
If D is simply connected, then the necessary and sufficient condition for H°(D,

is that there exist linearly independent solutions /ι,/2, ••• and
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fp of the homogeneous equation Tf=0 each of which is meromorphically continued
in each point of D except in one of the poles of a^s.

If D is doubly connected, then the necessary and sufficient condition for H\D,
Tynp) = TH°(D,ynp) is that any non trivial solution of the homogeneous equation
77=0 is meromorphic in D but is not uniform.

The author tenders his sincere gratitude to Professor E. Sakai for his fruitful
discussions and valuable suggestions.

§ 1. Cohomology groups with meromorphic coefficients.

Our proof of the following theorem is similar to Hitotumatu-Kδta [6] in using
integralizators.

THEOREM 1. Let D be a non compact Riemann surface and 9ft be the sheaf of
all germs of meromorphic functions on D. Then Hn(D, 9ft29) =0 for n = l, 2, 3, •-•
and />=!, 2, 3, •••.

Proof. Let M= {Uj\ jcj] be a locally finite open covering of D and let

Φ={φ*o*1~Λn=(Φ\*i'«n> <t>\^n> -» i^Vr-O; *Ό, ίi, - and /n€

where Zn(tt, 9ftp) is the set of all w-cocycles of 11 with value in 9ftp. There exists
a locally finite open covering 55= {F,?; λzΛ] of D such that for any Vλ^ we find

UiGU satisfying F cCΛ. Obviously 55 is finer than U. Let

φ= ίΦ^r^n = (φ\h...ιnt Ψ2^r..*n, •••, ΦPWr *n)'> ̂  λv '" and *n*
A] =P$Φ

where pg is the canonical projection. Then the numbers of poles of ψ1^^...^, φz^r λn,

••• and φ*Λ0ιr.2n in F^0Π F^n Γ) Vχn is finite. Since 55 is locally finite, the set
of all poles of ψ1^...^, ψ2ϊoh...ιn, ••• and φ*wr.ιn in V^ΓίV^n ' nV^ for Λ, Λ, ••-
and λnςΛ has no accumulation points in D. From Florack's theorem [5] there exists
a holomorphic function /^O in Z> such that fψ1^..^, fψ2λ0λr..ιn, ••• and fψp^r..^n

are holomorphic in F^ n F^ Π ••• n Vλn. Therefore

where D is the sheaf of all germs of holomorphic functions in D.
Since Hn(D, Dp)=0 as D is a Stein manifold by [1] and [5], there exists an

open covering %β={Wa', azA] of D finer than 55 and

£= {^0«r «n=(fVr ^ fVr -». -> f%«ι-«); «o, «ι, - and αw€A} €5»(SSB, O*),

where ,BW(2B, Op) is the set of all ^-coboundaries of B with value in Dp, such that
Then
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{£ / f=(£1 / / " £ 2 / f ~ £p /Γ)\.ζ«o«ι an/J \.ζ α0α r..«w/y, V α0α r..αw/ ./, , ζ aQar..an/ J ),

and ξ/f=pTjβ Φ Since the set of all locally finite open coverings of D is cofinal in
the set of all open coverings of D, we have Hn(D, 9J^>) = 0 that is to be proved.

§2. Application of L. Ehrenpreis' method to ordinary differential equations.

Let D be a domain on the plane C of one complex variable zy O and 9Ή be the
sheaves of all germs of functions holomorphic and meromorphic in D, respectively.

We consider in D a differential operator T with meromorphic coefficients.
Let a,jk=ajk(z) (j, k=l, 2, - ,p) be meromorphic functions in D. Let G be any

subdomain of D. For any f=(f\f2, ~ ,fp)eH°(G, Wp} we define

dfp p

, - + Σ f e / V , - + Σ,
dz Λ = I dz

Then T is a homomorphism of the sheaf Wβ of abelian groups into itself.
Let 9ϊ be the sheaf of all /€2J^ which satisfy the homogeneous equation T/=0

and Tm? be the sheaf of all g€2J^ such that g=Tf for some f<m*.
T

We have easily the exact sequence O-^-^Ή^TDQΐ^O where 9l-»9D '̂ is a
canonical inclusion.

Therefore from [10] we have the exact sequence of cohomology groups

From Theorem 1 we have H1(D)mp)=0, hence there holds Hl(D^l)=H\D,
T$l*)/TH0(D, 3«p). //°(D, T^^) is the set of all gsH\D, W*>) for which there
exists /e//°(f/, yftp) such that g=Tf in some neighbourhood £7 of each point of D.
TH°(D, yRp) is the set of all gsH*(Dt 5Jίp) for which there exists fsH\D, Wp) such
that g=Tf.

In other words, H°(D, Tmp) is the set of all gsH\D, ̂ p) for each of which
the system g=Tf of differential equations has locally a solution / at each point of
D and TH°(D, SJJ^) is the set of all gsH\D, Wlp) for each of which the system
g=Tf of differential equations has a global solution/.

THEOREM 2. Let D be a domain in C, W be the sheaf of all germs of mero-
morphic functions in D, cijk(z) (j, k = l,2, '",p) be meromorphic functions in D, T
be a differential operator in Wp defined by

df2 p

-̂ + Σdz k=l
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for /=(/1,/2, •••,/p)€3Kp «wί/ 51 fe fλ0 sλe0/ of all germs f ς y j l p wAίcA satisfy the
homogeneous equation Tf~Q. Then

H\Dy *K)=H\Dt TWP)/TH°(D, 2KΌ for />=!, 2, 3, •••.

§3. Necessary condition for Hl(D, 31)=0.

We intend to discuss the behaviour of the solutions of the homogeneous equa-
tion 7y=0 at a pole 21 of the coefficients a^ under the assumption H\D, 91)=0,
that is H°(D, TW*)=TH\D,W?).

Then there exist subdomains Dι and A of D satisfying the following conditions:

(1) DI Π D 2 is simply connected and contains no poles of ajk's',

(2) Zi^Di, Zι$D2. DI contains no poles of β/*/s except z\\

(3) D=Dι\jD2.

If we put 11= [Dι A}, then II is an open covering of D. Since Iί1(D, 91)=0,
we have /Γdl, 9I)=0 from [9]. Hence for any A€#°(AnA, 91) there exists hi
€#°(A,9l) and A2€#°(A, 91) such that hι-h2=h in An A. A2 can be meromor-

phically continued in each point of Z>— {21}.

Now we suppose that there exists a solution h of the homogeneous equation
T/^0 which can not be meromorphically continued in ZL Then there exist solu-
tions hi and h2 of the homogeneous equation Tf=0 satisfying the following con-

ditions: hz can not be meromorphically continued in zi but can be meromorphically
continued in each point of D~ {zi}. hi can be meromorphically continued in z\.

It holds that h=hι — kz. We can take a simply connected domain as A. Then it
is worth remarking that hz is uniform in A.

Let Zi be a pole of the coefficients ajk such that a solution of the homogeneous
equation Tf=0 is not meromorphically continued in Zί(i=\, 2, 3, •••)• Then for any
/( = !, 2, 3, •••) there exists a solution h^ of the homogeneous equation Tf=0 such

that hi cannot be meromorphically continued in Zi but can be meromorphically
continued in each point of D— {zι} and is uniform on any Jordan closed curve
which does not contain Zi in its interior. Since ht's are linearly independent, the
number q of such poles Zi does not exceed p.

Now we shall prove by induction with respect to m(^q) that any solution/of
the homogeneous equation T/=0, which cannot be meromorphically continued in

zi, z2, •" and zm but can be meromorphically continued in each point of D—{zίt z2,
•" zm}, can be represented as a linear combination of the solutions /0, /i, ••• and fm

of the homogeneous equation T/=0 such that /0 can be meromorphically continued
in each point of D and fί cannot be meromorphically continued in Zi but can be
meromorphically continued in each point of D—[zt] for /=!, 2, ••• and m.

From the preceding result there exist solutions hi and hz of the homogeneous
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equation T/=0 such that hi can be meromorphically continued in each point of
D—[zi, z2, •••, Zm-ι\ and h2 cannot be meromorphically continued in zm but can be

meromorphically continued in each point of D— [zm] and f=hι—h2. From the
assumption of our induction hi can be represented as the linear combination of
/o, /i, ••• and fm-i satisfying our requests. If we put fm = hz, then our proof by
induction is completed.

Thus we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, if Hl(D, 91)=0, then there

exist linearly independent solutions f i , f2, ••• and fp of the homogeneous equation

Tf=Q each of which can be meromorphically continued in each point of D except

in one of the poles of the coefficients a^

§ 4. Necessary condition concerning the connectivity of D.

We shall consider the connectivity of D under the assumption H1(D,<$V)=Q.
Suppose that the connectivity of D is larger than 2.
Then there exist Jordan closed curves Kι={z=kι(t); O^f^l} and K2 = {z=k2(fy

O^t^l} in D and subdomains A and A of D which satisfy the following con-
ditions:

(1) Dι(jD2=D. An A contains no poles of tf^'s. Ki and K2 pass no poles
of βjfc's;

(2) kι(l/2)=kz(l/2). The direction of Ki and K2 with increasing t is counter
clockwise;

(3) The connected components Λ, ΛI and Δ2 of A Π A, which contain kι(l/2)
=k2(l/2), &ι(0) and &2(0) respectively, are disjoint each other and simply connected.

Then 11= {A, A} is an open covering of D. Since /Γ(D, 9l)=0, we have
/ί1(U,9l)=0 from [9]. Hence for any /z€#°(AΓΊA, 91) there exist Aι€#°(A, 91)
and hz€H0(D2, 91) such that hι — h2 = h in A n A. Let /I, /2, ••• and /p be linearly
independent element of H\Δι, 91). Since all β '̂s are holomorphic on /d, /i, /2, •••
and fp are analytically continued to gi, g2, ••• and gp of H\Δι, 91) along /d. Since
/ι,/2, ••• and /p are linearly independent, for some complex numbers c/fc (j, k=l, 2,
-,/>) there holds flf, = ΣS-ι^/*,;=l, 2, -,/>.

Let «ι, <22, ••• and βp be any complex numbers. We define /z€/f°(An A, 91) by
putting A = Σ*=ι«*Λ in ^i. ^=0 in AnA-^i. There exist Aι€/ί0(A,9l) and fe
€//°(A, 91) such that h=hι—h2 in A n A. Since hι=h2 in A f Ί A — Λ i , A2 is an
analytic continuation of Ai along /fi. Let Aι = Σ*=ι ^*Λ in ^i Then /22 = Σj),fc=ι bjCjkfk
in Jlβ Therefore we have Σ?-ι(**-Σ?-ι*/O*)Λ= Σ2=ι«*/* in 4. Since /1; /2, •••
and /p are linearly independent we have bk— Σ?=ιbjCjk=α/c (k=l, 2, •••, p). Since
βfe's are arbitrary, we have det (δjk—Cjk)ΦQ where d^'s are Kronecker's δ.

Thus we have the following results:

(1) For any h^H\Δlt 9ί) there exists fιtH\Δly 91) which is analytically con-
tinued to /2=/ι-A€#Vι, 51) along Ki,
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(2) Any element h of H°(Λ2, 51) can be uniformly and analytically continued
along K2.

The same argument concerning K± leads us up to
(3) Any element h of H0(dlt 51) can be uniformly and analytically continued

along Ki.
(1) and (3) contradict each other.
Thus we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, if H\D, 51)=0, then D is
simply or doubly connected.

§5. Necessary and sufficient condition for H\D, 91)=0 where D is simply

connected.

We shall prove that the converse of Theorem 3 is true when D is simply
connected. We denote by #(=/0 the number of the poles of o^'s in which some
solutions of the homogeneous equation Tf=0 cannot be meromorphically continued.
We shall prove our proposition by induction with respect to q.

A. In the case that #=0. 21 is a constant sheaf over D isomorphic with O.
Therefore we have H1(Dί^ί)=H1(D9 O)=0.

B. In the case that q=l. The set of all open coverings II of D with the
following properties is cofinal in the directed set of all open coverings of D:

1. ll={CΛι, λsΛ} is locally finite. Each open set of II is simply connected.
The intersection of two open sets of U is empty or simply connected.

2. If we denote by z\ the pole of a]k in which a solution of homogeneous
equation Tf=Q cannot be meromorphically continued, then zi is contained only in

£Λ.
Let Ho be the set consisting of only UiQ. If for j = l, 2, 3, ••• we define U,

= {Uλjf Uμj1 •••} by induction as the set of all open sets of 11 which have the
common points with at least one of the open sets of 11,-i and does not belong to
H o U l l i U ••• UU;_ι, then the following conditions are satisfied:

3. If UϊjΓιUμj^ψ for Uλj and Uμj^MJy then there exists U^^eUj-i such that
UijΓ\ UμιΠ U^^Φφ. An open set of 11 which has the common points with at least
one of the open sets of 11, belongs to U,_ι, U3 or ll,+ι.

4. If t/V lntΛ,=£0 and U^^U^Φφ for t/Vl and U^eUj-i and t/^ett,,
then there exist t/^ =Uλj_v Uq_lf •••, Uλ*-\, £7ί«_1 = Uμ^Uj-i such that U^

n UφϊίMJijΦΦ (ί=ό, i, 2, .- . , 5-i).
Of course it holds that U = U 0 U U ι U U 2 U •••• Let [hλjμkι hλj(1^H\Uλjΐ\Uμic,W)

with UtjΓ\Uμk^φ} be any 1-cocycle of II with value in 5L We shall construct a
0-cochain {hλ^ hλj^H°(UλJt 51)} whose coboundary is the above cocycle as follows.

We put ^o=0. For any UλlzUι we put h^=h^^. Then it holds that h^—hiQ

=h^Q and hλl—hμι=hλl^-hμ^ = hλιμι from Condition 3 for U^ and Uμι of Ui such
that U^ftUμ^φ. We shall assume that for any U^Uk hλkeH°(Uιk, 51) (k=l, 2, •••,
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j—l) can be defined such that they satisfy hλjc—hμm=hλkμm for £ΛΛ€lU and UμmsVίm

(k, m=l, 2, •••,;—1) with Uλkΐ\UμmΦφ. For any ί/^ell,, there exists ί/^eUj-i

such that UijϊMJij^Φφ. We put /^=/zVl+/^_r Then for other t/^^eUVi
such that UλjΠU^^ΓiUp^^φ we have

(/Vi+^W-^j-i+^j^^

Therefore hλ1 does not depend on the special choice of ί/^_1 from Condition 4.
For any U^ and U,tJ such that UλjΓiUμjΦφ, from Condition 3 there exists ί/^_1

elVi such that U^^nU^ΠU^^φ. Then we have

/^-/*^=(/zVl+/^.^

Hence we can construct the cochain {/z^ ; hιfiH\Uip 51)} of II with value in 51 such
that its coboundary is the given cocycle {hλjμk\ hλjμk£H*(UλjΓ\ Uμk, 51)}.

Thus we have proved //1(ll,5l)=0. Hence it holds that /ί1(A9l)=0.
C. In the case that q=m. Suppose that there holds H\D, 51) = 0 in the case

that q=m—l. Let Zi, z2, ••• and zm be the poles of <z#'s in each of which some
solution of the homogeneous equation 77=0 can not be meromorphically continued.
There exist subdomains A and A of D satisfying the following conditions:

(1) A, A and A n A are simply connected;

(2) zl9z2, ••• and ^-^A-AnA and £ m €A—AπA;

(3) Z)=AUA.
If we put 11= {A-A}, then 11 is an open covering of Zλ Since Hl(Dι, 5ί)

=H1(D2.^V)=ΰ from B arid the assumption of our induction, we have H\D,W)
=H\n, 5ί) from [9]. Any h^H0(DιΠ A, 5ί) can be represented as a linear com-

m
bination Σ β j f j of solutions// of the homogeneous equation 77=0 in A Π A such

7 = 1

that /, can be meromorphically continued in each point of D except in Zj. If we
TO—1

put hι=αmfm and A2 = — Σ «jΛ, then we have hι€H°(Dl9 51), /z2e#ϋ(A, 5ί) and A
.7 = 1

= hι-hz in A n A. Hence we have 7/XA 5ί)=/ί1(U, 5ί)=0.
Thus our proof by induction is completed.

THEOREM 5. Suppose that D is simply connected. Then under the assumptions
of Theorem 2 the necessary and sufficient condition for H1(D, 51)=0 is that there
exist linearly independent solutions /i, /2, ••• and fp of the homogeneous equation
7y~0 each of which can be meromorphically continued in each point of D except
in one of the poles of the coefficients ajk.

§ 6. Another proof of Theorem 5.

We shall give another proof of the sufficiency of Theorem 5 without cohomology
theory. At first we shall give the following lemma.
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LEMMA 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, if g€//°(A T3JI*), then any
solution h of Th = g can be meromorphieally continued in any point of D in which
all solutions of the homogeneous equation 77=0 can be meromorphically continued.

Proof, h can be analytically continued in any point of D except in the poles
of g and α '̂s. Let z0 be any point in which any solution of the homogeneous
equation 77=0 can be meromorphically continued. Since g€H°(D, T^R?), there
exists a meromorphic function h0 at z0 such that Th0=g. Then h — hQ is a homo-
geneous solution of 77=0. Therefore h — hQ can be meromorphically continued in
z0. Hence h can be meromorphically continued in z0. q.e.d.

Suppose that D is simply connected and that there exist linealy independent
solutions/i,/2, ••• and fp of the homogeneous equation 77=0 each of which can be
meromorphically continued in each point of D except in one of the poles of the
coefficients ajk. Let f3 be able to be meromorphically continued in each point of D
except in Z j ( j = l , 2, • • • , /> ) . For any gsH\D, T$RP), there exist meromorphic func-
tions hj at Zj such that Thj=g C/=l, 2, • • • , / > ) .

Suppose that there exists a solution h of Th=g which can be meromorphically
continued in zίt z2, ••• and zm-ι Since h—hm is a solution of the homogeneous
equation 77=0, it holds that

J=l

Then

can be meromorphically continued in zlt z2, •- and zm and satisfies Thf=g. Thus
we have proved by induction that there exists a solution h of Th=g which is
meromorphic in D. Hence we have H\D, 7D^)=77/°(A 2R*).

§7. Necessary and sufficient condition for a doubly connected domain.

Next we shall consider the case that D is doubly connected and there exist
linearly independent solutions /ι,/2, ••• and fp of the homogeneous equation 77=0
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.

Let a Jordan closed curve K={z=k(f)\ O^t^l] be the homology base of D

which does not pass poles of <z '̂s. There exist subdomains A and D2 of D such
that the connected components of A Π Λ are two simply connected domains J0 and
Ji which contain no poles of β '̂s, A and D2 are also simply connected Z>=AU A,
(z=k(t)', 0^^1/2} c A, [z=k(t)\ 1/2^/^1} c A, &(0)eJ0 and k(l/2)€^. Then II
= {A, A} is an open covering of D. Since //HA, ^)=H1(D2, Sl)=0 from Theorem
5, we have fl^U, 3l)=/f1(A 91) from [9].
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Suppose that H\D,W)=Q. Then for any λ€#°(An A, 31) there exist h^H°
A, 91) and A2€#°(D2, 31) such that h = h1-h2 in An A. Let /i, /2, - and /p be
linearly independent elements of H\ΔQJ 31). From our assumption, all /i, /2, ••• and
fp are analytically continued to glt gz, ••• and gPzH\Δ^ 31) along K. Then we can
put

in J0. Let <Zι, <z2, ••• and «p be any complex numbers. Let

in J0 and &=0 in Λ. Then there exist Aι€#°(A, SI) and /z2e//°(A, 31) such that
h=hί—hz in An A. Then since hι = h2 in Ji, /22 is the analytic continuation of
/2ι along /Γ. Putting

in J0, then we have

' = l, 2,

Since «ι, «2, ••• and αp are arbitrary complex numbers, wτe have det(djkf

In this case blt bz, ~ and bp can be taken arbitrarily as α^ αZl ••• and αp are
arbitrary. Therefore any /z€#°(Λ, 31) can be meromorphically continued in each
point of A that is, all rion trivial solutions of the homogeneous equation Tf=Q
are meromorphic in A but are not uniform in D.

Conversely, if all non trivial solutions of the homogeneous equation 77=0 can
be meromorphically continued in each point of D and are not uniform, we can
easily prove that H\D, 3ί)=/ί1(U, 31)=0.

We can summarize these facts in the following theorem.

THEOREM 6. Suppose that D is doubly connected. Under the assumptions of
Theorem 2 the necessary and sufficient condition for H1(D) 31)=0 is that any non
trivial solution of the homogeneous equation Tf=0 is meromorphic in D but is not
uniform.

§8. Main results.

We shall summarize the preceding results in the following theorem.
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MAIN THEOREM. Let D be a domain on the complex plane C and ajk (j, k
=1,2 •••,/>) be meromorphic functions in D. We define in the sheaf Wp where
9ft is the sheaf of all germs of meromorphic functions in D, the differential operator
T by putting

d f l p df2 p dfp P
* fc ~.®

/=(Λ /2, ••-,
// #°(A TWlP)=TH°(D, 9ft'0> /Λew £> is szw/>/.y or rfσwWy connected.
If D is simply connected, the necessary and sufficient condition for H°(D,

= TH°(D,yRp) is that there exist linearly independent solutions /I, /2 ••• and fp of
the homogeneous equation Tf=Q each of which can be meromorphic ally continued
in each point of D except in one pole of the coefficients ajk.

If D is doubly connected, then the necessary and sufficient condition for H°
(D, T$RP)=TH°(D, 9ft*0 is that any non trivial solution of the homogeneous equation
Tf=0 ts meromorphic in D but is not uniform.

§ 9. Examples.

We consider the case that p=l and T=djdz—λz~l.

EXAMPLE 1. Let D=C.
For any g€H°(D, T"3Jί), there exists a meromorphic function h in z=Q such

that Th=g. Then from Lemma 1, h can be meromorphically continued in each
point of D. Since D is simply connected, h€H°(D, 9ft). Therefore for any λ we
have H°(D, T?ΰΐ)=TH\D, 9ft). In this case all the homogeneous solution azλ can
be meromorphically continued in any point of D except in z=Q.

EXAMPLE 2. Let D=D—{0}.
For any integer λ let Q=z*-1eH°(D, Γ3JI). If hsH\D, 9ft) satisfies Th=g then

h must be of the form h(z)=zλ (log 2:)+ .̂ Therefore geH\D, T$K) — TH\Dt 9ft).
In this case all the homogeneous solutions azλ are uniform and meromorphic in D
and it holds that H\D, T?SK)ΦTH\D, 9ft).

In the case that λ is not an integer, for any gςH°(D, T$R), there exists a
solution h of Th=g in z=l. Then A can be meromorphically continued in any
point of D from Lemma 1. We denote by h' the meromorphic continuation of h
along the Jordan curve K— {z=e2reit; O^^l} in z=l. Then h'—h is a solution of
the homogeneous equation Tf=Q and, therefore, h'~h=az* in a suitable neigh-
bourhood of z=l for any fixed branch of zλ. We consider h+bz* in a suitable
neighbourhood of 2=1, then its meromorphic continuation along K is hjr(ajrbe27ΐiλ)
zλ in 2=1* If we determine & such that δ=<z+&?27rt;, that is, b=a(l—e2*1*)'1, then
it holds that h+bzλ$H\D, 9ft) and T(h-\-bzλ)=g. Therefore we have #°(Z>, Γ9ft)
= TH°(D, 9ft). In this case all non trivial homogeneous solutions azλ are not uni-
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form but meromorphic in D.

In the same way we can give the proof of the sufficiency of Theorem 6
similarly to §6.

EXAMPLE 3. Let D=C— {!}. In the case that λ is not a positive integer, let
g(z) = (l-z)-1€H\D) W). Then

satisfies Th=g in \z\<l. Therefore g€//ϋ(D, TOft). Suppose that gsTH\D,W).
Then there exists feH°(D, sltf) such that 7/=g. Then it holds that

z~λg(z)dz-\-azλ.

Since zλ and 2~A are holomorphic in 2=1, the residue of z~λg(z) in 2=1 must be

zero. But this a contradiction. Therefore we have gςH°(D, T'fll). Hence it holds

that H\D, TW)ΦTH\D,W).
In the case that λ is a positive integer, let g(z)=zλ(z—ΐ)-LeH»(D, T$R). If

heH°(D,3Jl) satisfies Th=g, then k must be of the form h(z)=zλlog(z—ΐ)+az*.

Therefore it holds that gsH\D, TW)-TH0(D,3Jl). Hence we have H\D, T3K)

Φ TH\D, W).
In the case that λ is not an integer a homogeneous solution zλ is not mero-

morphic in D. In the case that λ is an integer all homogeneous solutions azλ are

uniform and meromorphic in D.

Examples 1, 2 and 3 illustrate our Main Theorem.
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